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Summary appear in the calculation of the momentum compaction, 
synchrotron radiation energy loss, beam sizes, and 

Though all existing strong-focusing electron 
storage rings have separated-function lattices, the 

horizontal betatron oscillation damping. As applied 
to the combined-function lattice, these integrals 

combined-function lattice would reduce energy loss to become 
synchrotron radiation. Robinson1 and Hofmann and 
Zotter2 have shown how to overcome the anti-damping I1 = N $ qF> + pD <qD> 

i 
LD 

that was once thought to rule out this possibility. I 
Their formulation is generalized to achieve a more 
realistic machine design having FODO cells to incorpor- 
ate the inevitable straight sections between magnets 
and to allow for any subsequent insertion of nonlinear 
elements. An analvsis is oerfotmed to estimate the 
energy savings for"a 5Ox50'GeV efe- facility using 
combined-function magnets. 

Introduction 

The advantages of the combined-function over the 
separated-function lattice in the design of strong- 

LF LD 13=N--i;+5 i 1 
'F 'D 

(21 

focusing electron storage rings are a reduction in 
energy loss to synchrotron radiation and a reduction in LF LD 
the total number of magnets. Because the synchrotron 

15 = NfT<PS;> ++%‘I . 

radiation energy loss is proportional to the fourth pF PD DJ 

power of the beam energy and to the inverse of the 
average bending radius, maximization of the bending 
radius is desirable with very high beam energies. The N is the number of FODO cells. Focusing and defocusing 

combined-function lattice achieves a larger bending 
magnet lengths are LF and LD, bending 

radius bv housinq bendinq and focusing effects in a 
pD, and focusing strengths are KF and 

radii are pi and 

b* 
single unit rather than in separate magnets, thereby 
distributing the total bend of 2~ radians over a larger 
fraction of the storage ring. 

"Curly #I', defined by 

A key step in the design of a combined-function P 

lattice is to insure that the horizontal betatron where B is the betatron function and n is the disper- 
oscillations are damped, by making the defocusing sion function, is a relative of the Courant-Snyder 
magnets stronger than the focusing ones. This tech- invariant. 
nique was suggested by Robin on1 

After a somewhat lengthy calculation, we 

% 
and has been imple- find the average values 

mented by Hofmann and Zotter in their combined- 
function FD (focusing-defocusing) lattice formulation. 
In this paper we extend the combined-function FD 

<WF> = -+ 
sin x 

formalism to the FODO (focusing-straight-defocusing- 
straight) lattice, so that combined-function machine 
parameters can be evaluated for a realistic accelera- 
tor design. Main results are presented here, while 
more detailed calculations are given elsewhere.3 

Combined-Function FODO Lattice 
Synchrotron Radiation Integrals 

The synchrotron radiation integrals2s4, 

KFPF 
1 
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I1 3 G(s)n(s)ds 
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G*(s)ds 

13 z G3(s)ds 

I, f iG(s)[G2(s)?2K(s)]n(s)ds 

, (3) 

and 

<nF> = & (EF 7 + 1) 

(1) 

<nD> = k (ED y - 1) , 

where 

A; = q'sinu ["- 
g cs + (/RR cc+ $7; sS)L, 

(5) 

J 

IS = jG3(s)%(s)ds , 
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A;; = "G'sinp [cS+ 

-;X&scLE] 

B;;= ' (l+P2 - 
/KD sinp 2p 

EF = (l+rp*) 
sinh XD 

DentLo Jq sin xF sinh XD 

ED = 1 + rP2 
sin xF 

f-p Den+Lo /KF sin xF sinh x0 

with 

q k - 
'F - 2 &F ' 

LD - XD 5 -7j- fxD , 

LF 
q-r 9 

PF rZ--, 
i 

KF 

D pD 
p= r, 

D 

c 5 co5 2x F ' C 5 cash 2xD , 

(6) 

(7) 

srsin2xF , S z sinh 2xD , 

Den E p sin xF cash xD - cos xF sinh xD . 

Each of the two straight sections of a FODO cell has 
length Lo. p is the phase shift per FODO cell. The 
subscript F denotes horizontal focusing (and vertical 
defocusing), while the subscript D stands for horizon- 
tal defocusing (and vertical focusing). 

Magnet Lengths, Bending Radii, and Focusing Strengths 

To determine the six parameters LF, LD, PF, pD, 
KF, and KD, we impose six design restrictions. 

Damping of Betatron and Energy Oscillations 

The damping partition numbers are4 
I T 

Jx=l-2, 
2 

Jz=l, J/2+& 
2 

For damping of betatron and energy oscillations, J,, 
J z, and J, all must be positive. Because Jx+Je = 3, 
we must have O<J <3 (3>&>0) for damping. 
4s. (2) (5), (67 

Using 
and (7) in Eq. (8), we arrive at 

the damping condition 

sinxF sinhxD 

xF(Den+Loq sinxF sinhxD) =' ' 
(9) 

with O<Jx<3. This condition implies that r= oF/oD >I, 
the defocusing magnets must be stronger than the 

i&;ing magnets to overcome anti-damping. 

Horizontal and Vertical Phase Shifts 

The phase shift in the horizontal plane, uH, is 
obtained by taking one-half of the trace of the FODO 
transfer matrix 

M(s+LFoDO,s) = ODOF 

= [; y:;, $s][; yJ][-& q. (lo) 

co* p = co* 3 H 
= cos2xF cosh2xD+$ sin2xFsinh2xD 

+ ($cos2xF s&h2xD- qs:'n2xF coshZxD)Lo 

-i d?& sin2xF sinh2xDLE . (1') 

Also, by requiring pH=pV and taking the trace of the 
matrix M=OFOD, we arrive at an expression for the 
phase shift in the vertical plane, 

1-o* 
cosp = cospV = cos2xDcosh2xF- --&-- sinZxDsinh2xF 

+ (q cos2xD sinh2xF - Gsin2xD cosh2xF)Lo 

-3% sin2xDsinh2xFLE . (12) 

Full and Closed Ring 

Neglecting long straight sections, RF cavities, 
I interaction regions, etc., we require that our model 

combined-function storage ring consist entirely of 
FODO cells with the "fullness" condition 

C arc = N(LF+LD+2Lo) . (13) 

Yet another requirement is the "closure" condition 
that the total bending angle be 2~ radians, 

LF LD 2n=N-+-. 
l I 'F 'D 

(14) 

Special Case 

The sixth and final restriction is one of two 
special case requirements: either (a) equal length 
focusing and defocusing magnets (LF= LD), or (b)equal 
profile parameters in the focusing and defocusing 
magnets (oFKF = zDK 
together with Eqs. 9 

). The special case requirement, 
9), (ll), (12), (13) and (14), 

completely determines the magnet lengths, bending 
radii, and focusing strengths, once the input design 
parameters Cart, N, p, Lo, and J, are specified. 

Combined-Function Magnet Design 

With LF, LD, pF, pD. KF, Kg. and the synchrotron 
radiation integrals (2) all determined, we proceed to 
calculate the combined-function magnet pole profiles. 
The maximal horizontal and vertical rms beam sizes are 
given by 

2 

a* = 62 
2 

X XB 
:* 

(15) 
(52 = (532 = 1 (32 

Z zg 2 xg ' 

where4 

++.(Q ,’ ilr2;&;$., 
X I I E 

X 2 
('61 

$ = A; + B; ' 6 = KFPF -i- (EF+l) , 

with 

55 -- K = 3 83194x10-13m 
'q = 32a mc . 

,~~p,",,, E (E in GeV) . 
(17) 

E is the energy pe$ beam. The horizontal and vertical 
full apertures are 

We find 
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AH = 2.(6+4)$x + C.O. = 20$x + C.O. 

AV = 2.6$ f C.O. = 12a^zY+ c.o., (18) 

where C.O. is the closed orbit uncertainty (taken to be 
about 10 mm). 

The faces of the focusing and defocusing combined- 
function magnets (which may be viewed as half- 
quadrupoles) are equipotential hyperbolic surfaces 
having pole profile equations 

! 1 
g-y x .? =+yoF 

(PD I 1 PD --x z=+-z 
"D nD 0D ' 

(191 

with field indices 

nF = 2 -PFKF < 0, nD = +P$D > 0 , (20) 

and 

(21) 

Fig. 1 shows the pole profiles of F and D combined- 
function magnets. 
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Energy Savings 

The synchrotron radiation energy loss per turn is 

4 

"o=g*2, (221 
where 

4~ re 
Cy = TT = 8.84606~10 

(mc 1 
-5 m/(GeV)3. 

While the integral 12 is evaluated exactly in Eq. (2), 
to good approximation we make the estimate 

I2 = 'G2(s)ds =$- = + 
I m arc 

(23) 

where R 
7 

rc = CarclPr and Fm is the bending magnet fill 
factor O<Fm<l). 

Typical half-cells of separated-function and 
combined-function lattices are shown in Fig. 2. 

a)/ Bend ] gap [auad] gop[Sextlgep 

b)jCombined-Function (Bend And Quad)] gopmgop 

C)(Combined-Function (Bend, Quad And Sext)]gop 

Fig. 2 

For a 50x50 GeV e+e- machine with arc circumference 
Cart = 4335 m and N = 240 cells, to be specific, fill 
factors for the designs in Fig. 2a,b,c are 
(Fm)sep= 
tively. 

.72, (Fm)comb' .86, and (Fm)comb= .91, respec- 
The percent energy savings of a combined- 

function lattice over a separated-function lattice is 
then 

= 1 - & iT 15 to 20%. (24) 

Our exact results for this machine, using calculations 
outlined in this paper, yield energy savings of the 
same order. 

Conclusion 

The combined-funstion lattice, discussed earlier 
by Hofmann and Zotter , offers a viable alternative to 
the standard separated-function design of strong- 
focusing electron storage rings. The main advantage is 
a predicted 15 to 20% energy savings, corresponding to 
a reduction in synchrotron radiation energy loss, for a 
typical 50x50 GeV e'e- machine. A further advantage is 
a reduction in the total number of magnets. The 
combined-function FODO lattice described herein allows 
one to proceed with the design of a realistic combined- 
function machine.5 
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